Voluntary exercise during chronic renal failure in rats.
Chronic renal failure (CRF) patients often experience a significant degradation in quality of life that is associated with decreased physical fitness. Previous animal studies have used forced running or swimming as modalities to investigate the interactions between exercise and CRF. These modalities generally include stress responses unrelated to the exercise itself. The purpose of the current work was to determine whether, and to what extent, rats experiencing the onset of CRF would participate in voluntary wheel running exercise. An additional objective was to examine physiological parameters related to skeletal muscle and cardiovascular adaptation in the context of CRF and exercise. Groups of rats were assigned to sham-operated or 5/6 nephrectomy groups, and further divided into running or nonrunning subgroups. Blood, heart, and muscle tissues were collected 30 d after the exercise groups were returned to running wheel-equipped cages. The results demonstrated that rats experiencing the early stages of CRF will voluntarily exercise to the same extent as sham-operated animals (e.g., sham, 7.2+/-0.8 vs CRF, 6.8+/-0.7 km.d). CRF resulted in increased systolic blood pressure that was not normalized by exercise. CRF induced a decrease in hemoglobin concentration that was prevented by exercise. Voluntary running resulted in an apparently nonpathological left ventricular hypertrophy in both the sham-operated and CRF rats. In locomotor skeletal muscles, CRF resulted in a 31% decrease in citrate synthase activity that was completely blunted by voluntary running activity. Rats experiencing the onset of CRF will run voluntarily. This exercise appears to provide some potentially palliative effects on the skeletal muscle and cardiovascular responses to CRF.